Public Comments

Other

Douglas Traub  
Rapid City SD  
Position: support

Comment:

Re: August Canada Goose Take
There are many opportunities to take canada geese east of the Cheyenne River in Pennington County. This is a season to help control the Canada Goose numbers. Many of the geese don't cooperate by staying west of the Cheyenne River.
Please consider expanding the August Canada Goose Take area to include all of Pennington County. This would increase the opportunity for hunting geese and further the goal of Canada goose population control around Rapid City.

Douglas Traub  
Rapid City SD  
Position: other

Comment:

Re: Replacement deer tag for CWD + deer
There are still a few of us that like to eat the game we take. I was unlucky enough to harvest a CWD + deer this year, and although there are no documented cases of cervid to human transmission from eating wild meat, many hunters (including me) are reluctant to eat meat from an infected animal. I am writing to request consideration of a mechanism or allowance for a replacement deer tag for those hunters unlucky enough to harvest a CWD+ deer. A conversation with local GFP representatives indicated there is no current rule or program to allow this.
Thank you.